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MLC-03A laser controllers : V0r1 vs V1 
 

 

Dear Distributor, 

 

This technical memo is to announce the replacement of the MicroChip Laser Controller V0r1 by the 

new V1. The V1 is a great evolution of the V0r1 by offering a better diode protection against 

external perturbations, therefore enabling a much longer lifetime of the lasers.  

As of today the V0r1 will be obsolete, and we will be offering solely the V1 and its different versions 

as listed below.  

In this memo, you will find a detailed comparison between the new and the previous power supply 

with all the necessary drawings and function descriptions. 

 

As a consequence and for new customers, you will be offering the V1. 

However for existing customers and in particular for OEM customers, you will be sending a Product 

Discontinuation Notification (PDN) with a possibility for a Last Time Buy (LTB) during their 

transition period. They will have 3 months to let us know how many units of the previous models they 

will order before the full transition and we will be delivering the LTB within 3 months after the first 

initial 3 months period. So in essence, they will have 6 months to make the transition to the new V1.  

Finally, OEM customers for which transition issues are anticipated should be addressed together case 

by case. 

 

Finally, please note the new V1 has a slightly higher cost. You will find the price comparison in the 

attached table. 

 

Should you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to ask.  

Thank you very much for your help during this transition period. 

 

Best regards, 

 

 

Dr Florent THIBAULT 

New Account Development and Support Manager 

f.thibault@teemphotonics.com 

 

 

 
Summary:  This technical note presents the differences between old controller models (V0r1) 
and new model (V1) with respect to integration considerations. 
 
The actual differences are :  

- BR1 (BP1) is 10mm wider than BR0r1 (BP0r1).  
- the need for heat dissipation for BR1 (BP1)  is 6W, compared to 5W for BR0r1 

(BP0r1). 
- BR1 (BP1)  utility connector is a female HE10-34pins instead of 26pins on BR0r1 

(BP0r1). 
- MR1 (MP1) is 10mm wider than MR0r1 (MP0r1). 
- the need for heat dissipation for MR1 (MP1) is 6W, compared to 5W for MR0r1 

(MP0r1). 
- MR1 (MP1) utility connector is a female HE10-34pins instead of 26pins on MR0r1 

(MP0r1). 
- No differences between DR0r1 (DP0r1) and DR1 (DP1). 
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Definitions  

(Controller models of new generation used as example) 

-BR1, BP1   = board package, OEM model 

-MR1, MP1 = module package, OEM model 

-DR1, DP1  = desktop package, CDRH compliant 

- xP1           =  triggered version of V1 controller 

 

Dimensions = dimensions refers to the external package dimension (module and desktop package) or 

the board dimension (board package), and do not take into account connectors or solders. 

 

 

Controllers reference : 

The V0r1 controllers include the following controller models: 

- MLC - 03A - BR0r1 

- MLC - 03A - BP0r1 

- MLC - 03A - MR0r1 

- MLC - 03A - MP0r1 

- MLC - 03A - DR0r1 

- MLC - 03A - DP0r1 

 

 

The V1 controllers include the following controller models: 

- MLC - 03A - BR1 

- MLC - 03A - BP1 

- MLC - 03A - MR1 

- MLC - 03A - MP1 

- MLC - 03A - DR1 

- MLC - 03A - DP1 

 

Comparative mechanical drawings of the old and new controllers can be found in exhibits at the end of 

this note. 

 

 

 

Differences at-a-glance 

 

Package Designation V0r1 V1 

Dimension  95x95x14.5mm 105x95x14.5mm 

Heat-sinking 5W 6W 

Max power consumption 41W 41W 

Board 

BR0r1/BR1 

Utility connector HE10 26pins female HE10 34pins female 

Dimension  120x98x28mm 130x98x28mm 

Heat-sinking 5W 6W 

Max power consumption 41W 41W 

Module 

MR0r1/MR1 

Utility connector HE10 26pins female HE10 34pins female 

Dimension  145x120x70mm 145x120x70mm 

Heat-sinking 15W 15W 

Max power consumption 52W 52W 

Desktop 

DR0r1/DR1 

Utility connector Din 8 female Din 8 female 
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Additional information on utility connectors 

 

There is absolutely no change of pinout on the original 26 first pins. Moreover, the 8 extra pins do not 

carry customer usable signals. 

Hence, on an electronics basis, the original HE10 26pins male connector used by the customer with its 

V0r1 controller could be plugged as-it-is on the new controller V1 

However, other consideration (keyed connector,..) may prevent this ideal direct use. 

 

HE10 26pins male connector : Farnell, FCI - 71600 - 126LF 

HE10 34pins male connector : Farnell, FCI - 71600 - 134LF 
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Exhibit 1 : MLC-03A-BR1 vs MLC-03A-BR0r1 
 

MLC-03A-BR1 

 
MLC-03A-BR0r1 
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Exhibit 2 : MLC-03A-MR1 vs MLC-03A-MR0r1 
 

MLC-03A-MR1 

 
MLC-03A-MR0r1 
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Exhibit 3 : MLC-03A-DR1 vs MLC-03A-DR0r1 
 

MLC-03A-DR1 and MLC-03A-DR0r1 
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Exhibit 4 : MLC-03A-BP1 vs MLC-03A-BP0r1 
 

MLC-03A-BP1 

 
MLC-03A-BP0r1 
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Exhibit 5 : MLC-03A-MP1 vs MLC-03A-MP0r1 
 

MLC-03A-MP1  

 
MLC-03A-MP0r1 
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Exhibit 6 : MLC-03A-DP1 vs MLC-03A-DP0r1 
 

MLC-03A-DP1 and MLC-03A-DP0r1 

 
 

 

 


